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SOME PHAAS OF"NUSERY-KINDERGARTEN-PRIMARY
EDUCATION

By MANY DABNEY DAVIS

Specialist in Nursery-Kindergarten-Primary Edr,-;tion

CONTE:in.Enriched etivironmentA new type of educational literatureChildren's
introduction to readingReconstruction of report cardRNursery school and rent
educationChildren's progress aided in kindergarten and first gradeContribu ions
from research for teaching problems.

,limb

Three terms which refer to " the child " as the center of educZti
have come into common use during the 1926-1928 biennium. The
terms, tile whole child," "the child-centered school," and " creative
expression," 1;lien transhited into current practice, indicate signif-
icant progress ill educational procedure.
The "whole child" indicates the sêveral phases of child develop-

ment. which are now colisidered in many school programs, particu-
larly those for nursery schools, kindergartens, and the first grades.
These programs have emphasized social behaviors or character de-
velopment equally with achievement:in the school -subjects; physical
development i4 considered in its relation to social and intellectual
development, not alone as an end in itself; home and school pro-
grams have set similar standards for the child's 24-hour day and
for his progress from the nursery school through the kindergarten
and elementary grades.

The school program that is "child centered " has emphasized the
necesity of providing an environment in which the potential abili-
ties of individual children are discovered mind developed. The pro-
Eram Provides activities of interest to children through which skill
in reading, arithmetic, in °social cooperation, and other social and
intellectual abilities develops. It offers occasions for the self-ini-
tiated or original work frequently termed " creative expression."
During such work a child's unanticipated skills and talents, as well
as his lack of atility;are exposed to the teacher. With such informa-
tion the telic6r gives individual guidance, capitalizing each child's
strength and achievement.

Such procedures as,those briefly descrild indicate that the pro.-
gressive program of education during the past two years has been
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2 BIENNIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION, 1926-1928

essentially constructive and positive. The program has placed a new
importance supon the educational- influence of environment. Fundal
mentally accepted in princiele for the past 5 or 10 years, the actual
demonstration in classroom practice of an adequate educational en-
vironment. has been more widespread and more frequently stimulated
and supported by scientific research than it has in the past. Instances
of this demonstration in, 'practice, which are suggestive of many
others, are discussed in this report.

ENRICHED ENVIRONMENT

School environment was formerly understood to refer merely to
the physical surroundings in which a, child lives. As now defi/ne4,
the term includes the behaviors and thinking of those persons with
whom the child conies in contact.. The child's responses in thought
and action to everything he sees, feels, and of which he becomes
conscious lave long been recognized. The need for providing the
kinds of situations which guide his responses into 'habits and
attitudes and toward adequate knowledge is a part of the- recent
'emphasis on the value of enriched environment.

Two researches give pertinent illustraians of the influence af en-
vironment upon expressed intelligence. A study inade by the Family
Welfare Society, of Atlanta. Ga., and reported the %Geiorgift Edu-
cational Journal .for December, 1927, showed that 1 2, and. 13 year old
children in underprivileged families had an average of 20 -points
lower I. Q. than their 4 and 5 year old brothers and sisters. The
cause of this deterioratioil\of T, Q. was laid to home 'cQnditions. In
this environment there was no social nor intellectual stimulus nor
regularity of living. There were no playthings, and the parpnts
made no effort to provide worth-while experiences for the children
nor to have conversations whiclkvould incr'ease their fund of knowl-
edge or ability to express themselves.

Among the outstanding studies reported in %The' Twenty-Seventh
Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education is one
giving the effect of environment in contrast to inheritance upon
children's expressed intelligence. The influence of environment on
the intelligence, school achievementf and conduct of foster children,
as reported in the study, shows that children in betier -foster homes
gained considerably more in 'measured intelligence than did those in
poorer homes; that children adopted at an early age gained note
than those adopted at a later age; that siblings placed in better
homes expressed superior intelligence over those placed in poorer
homes; that unrelated children in Vie same home resembled each other
in intelligence. The findings for chifdren who were not selected fbr
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NURSERYKINDERGARTENPM:MARY EDUCATION

adoption because of their brightness show decidedly that enriched
environment increases children's expressed intelligence.

Such support from research has proved nelpful to administrators
in. justifying the introduction of newer types of teaching method
and equipment; and in developing courses of study based on newer
educational objectives. The studies give added support to the
teachers and school' administrators who have been following progres-
sive ideas of edtication. School practice has not, however, waited
upon research. A repprt made in' 1926 by Mrs. Hughes, of the Mil-
waukee State Normal School, on creatIve activities in her first grade
described the, situatioh provided for the children eniolled:

Modern psyeholn;ry and pedagogy have given us enlightenment as to the real
meaning of education * * *. .We are now provisling a happy, colorful, and
joyous environment where -children may really live together * * * The
Dew environment Provides many avenues to help children express their ideas,
aM provides many eduCative materials * *. The teacher has a xery defi-
nite part in the new r(igime. Her function is "to set the stage" in this new
enviruninent, so that children may find wortivhile activities.

In such a program every effort is made to protect the child from
his particular social handicaps and to 4afeguard and to promote his
mental and physical health. The teacher in this situation must be
equipped with a wide range of km;wledge, with a keen sensitiveness
to children's reactions to classroom procedures, with techniques for
discovering the causes for children's social and intellectual disabili-
ties, and for caKrying on remedial measurles. Such a teacher also
needs .a social skill in establishing a classroom atmosphere which
begets activity and happiness in the child and in creating rapport
with prents in the home.

Assistance for classroom work in matters of behavior problems
and social welfare has been provided in many school systems by visit-
ing teachers who go into the homes and by psychological service. To
the department of research inklie Los Angeles public schools there
has been added a division for the study of children of preschool tip.
A nursery school has been established as a laboratory. It is antici.
pated that through this laboratvry information will be obtainedit
which will be of direct service to teachers of young children, not only

_in mptters pertaining to behavior of children but also in problems
of teaching techniques. Corrective work .with high-school pupils has
been a major feature of this research department's program. It is
now accepting preventive work with the young child -as of equal and
perhaps of greater importance.

An example of c( operation which helps classroom teachers with
materials for,instructien is found in the close affiliation between the
public library and the public schools of Kalamazoo, Mich. The chil-
dren's department of the public library has established " a children's
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BIENNIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION, 9 2 6-1 9 2 8

house." In this housi) not only books are avuilable for the children
and the teachers, but mounted photographs, stereoscope pictures,
"stereopticop slides, and 41.ounted exhibits showing industtial processes
may also be borrowed for.classroom use. A museum of local histor-
ical interest and of foreign material is well arranged for classroom
visitati4n.

These two examples indicate types of service to assist, teachers inproviding a more adequate educational environment. Many others
could be mentioned strch -as the transportation provided by several
cities for school children to' visit.art museums, botanical and ioolog-
ical gardens, and places of civic and 4idustrial interest. In fact,there is little limit to the f)ossibilties for enrichng the c1ìool environ-
thent.

dA N V TYPE OF EDUCATIONAL LITERATURE

Many timel reports of, creative work in education have been
issued during the past two years by universities, teachers colleges.
boards of education of piblic-school systems, and by private organi-,

Thesezations. reports both printed and mimeographed, are the
beginning 'of a new type of educational likrature which is makifig
a definite coirtribution to current practice of progressive education,..
In times past, such reports have been confined to privatay supp'orted
schools arid institutions and to research centers. It is particularly
significant to note that current contributions arc now coming from
411 types of public and privato institutions interested in the educationof young children. Problems presented from many individual
points of view add materially to the suggestiveness 6f the help avail-
able for those about to inaugurate ncw methods or materials of
teaching.

is The subjects coveted in these reports include creative activities in-
classroom work, equipment, and supplies for activity curricula, re-,
ports on conditioning young children's behaviors, studies in character
devefopment, and reports of individual and coordinated effort in

. conducting programs of child develoonent and parent (lineation.
The Boston.public schools have issued a bulletin entitled" Training

the Emotions, Controlling Fear." This study not only shows how
children may be helped
outlines for lassroom discuss
helping the chiliren to o e
department of statistics of the public schools of Flint., Mich., covers
the types of movable and stationary desks and seat4 for the primary
grades. The institute for the coordination of women.'s interests, of
Smith College, .describes the nursery school as a social experiment.
A. report from the commonwealth fund presents a geoup of papers to
show the relation of the child-guidance clinic to the community, give

itro t le ear imp se iut st nc u es
n which will guide the teacher in

their fears. A study from the
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NURSE YKINDERGARTENPRIMARY EDUCATION 5

ing the viewpoi s t o a clinic, the juvenile court, the school, the child-
welfare agency, and the parent. 'Ile National Research Council,
committee 9n child developmerft, has issued a directory of researches
under way in child development. Me Teachers College of the
UniVersity of Nelvaska describes the educational activities inherent
in an air-mail and a railroad project, carried on by primary grades.
The State Teachers College at Moorhead, Mimi., describes two
experiments in conduct education, and the State Normal School in
Milwaukee, Wis., has issued a series of pamphlets on creative activ-
ities in the kindergarten-primary grades. Between 69 and 70 such
f;amphlets' have kwen received by the Bureau of Education during
the past two yeas. They dignify current ac.hievements, suggest new
projects, and* encourage other groups of workers both to experiment
with educational methou and procedure, and to give to others the
benefit of their achievements.

CHILDREN'S INTRODUCTION TO READING

There seems to have been .sloIrer progress in malcing a psychologi-
cal approach to the teaching of reading, arithmetic, spellink4, and
handwriting, traditionally accepted as fundamental " subjects, than
to nature study, fine and industrial arts, and the sciences. However,
correlation of subject, matter in units of W134.1i has motivated the
teaching of these subjects. Through a single.activity such as dram-
atization there is a definite need'for reading and for writing plans
and records of progress, and for number activities to estimate and
measure for costumes and scenery. An appeal is made-to the chile -
dren's interests &id abilities. In fact, such units of wo .x. give a'.
definite purpose for developing skill in all subjects through drill,
whether individual or group. Programs so plamted are ea.sily de-
tected by the Hassroom .visitor who sees small groups of -children
independently engaged in a variety of both construction and drill
activities,

Using beginning reading as an example, an effort was made to
discover the extent to which changes in methods of teaching the
more traditional subjects have taken place in current practice during'
the past two years. Three questions were asked of students enrolled
in Dr. Laura Zirbes' class in methods of ieaching reading, Teachers
College, Columbia University, in the summer of 1928. . Thesfollowing
is a summary of the replies received from the instructor and from
14 graduate students 1 working in city and State school systems

I These students Included 0 general supervIRors and assistant superintendents, 4 critic
teachers, 2 directors of remelial reading iu public-school systems, 2 elementary school
principals, and 1 State, supervisory igent. They represented 10 States and the Canal
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BIENNIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION, 1926-1928

and in teacher-training, institutions througlout the country. The
three questions were : (1) What have been the outstanding points
of progress in teaching reading to beginners during the past two
years? (2) To what extent is this progress actually in practice in
your classrooms? (3) "What infinences seem to have retarded
progress?

Progress in methods of teaching begi,;ning reading.Replies to
lhis question are summarized as follows: Experiences and activities
of interest. to children are considered the best content for first
lessow; in reading. By this method the meaning of what is read is
emphasized at the, outset,. book nading becomes a means to Ain end
instead of an end in itself, abstractions are eliminated, life situa-
tions of interest. to children are immediately connected with school
work, and the child' initiative is used and his desire, to read is
whetted.

Methods of teaching beginning reading, based on childr'en's inter-
ests and experiences, emphasize different procedures from ;hose which
the stereotyped "systems encourage. Reading is now considered
a life .activity and handled as such rather than as a formal school
subject ; it is, ther-efore, not confined to a reading period but used
in all experiences of the day's program. Teachers hre capitalizing
the interests children bring to the classroom and in addition are pro-

, vidifig rkh and vtltiod experiences before beginning the definite
teaChing of readinNThe children's own voctibulary is used as a
starting point fol; the addition of many new words in their daily
conversation and in their reading lessons, Kindergarten teachers
are assuming a definite responsibility with their pupils in providing
rich experiences, in building vocabularies, ih developing elear-cut
diction gnd enunciation, in providing pragtice in the use of complete
sentences, and in stimftlating curiosity regarding material to be
read.2

The practice of teaching children to read by first, comprehending
the meaning of wholes. such as the sentence, before they are taught
to recognize phrases and words, is widely accepted. The teachifig of
qiese wider unitethelps to prevent slow and laborious reading. Pho-

.
hies mis used to meet di l idual needs rather than presented as formal
-drill to all children. Premature stressing of phonics is avlided, since
it tends to fix habits of word calling and short perceptual span units.
There is less mphasis upon oral reading and more upon silent read-
ing. More attention is given to individual diffeliences in reading, in
ease of learning, in interests, and in difficulties.. Informal tests are116.0.-

s National Society for the Study of Educat . Twenty-fourth Yearbook. Part ,I. Re-
port of the National Committee on RIeading. loomington, ill., Public School Publishing
Co., 1925. 20 p.

"
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N URSERY-K IN DERGARTENI-PRIMARY EDUCATION 7

used tQ record progress in acquiring skill instead of depending upon
the eplusive use of commercially made " seatwork." Wider readipg
experiences, guided by the teacher, are preferred to intensive work
in mastering a few selettions. Care is taken to prevent strain and
other emotional disturbances which formerly resultfed from the unduo
prbssure on reading power.

_

The extent to which, these progresfive idea,5 in teaching are in ac--
tuickl praetke was chiefly described' by those giving information as
"not. widespread " fill as " 50 per cent." Students leave the train-j
ing schools with the new ideas of reading method, but, frequent.
take positions in school systems where formal methods of teaching
and " systems of learning to read are required of the teachers. In
some school systems the new ideas are still in the experimental stage.
To introduce these, One school system first used a single classrgorn. as

methods studi d could be proved with a view to later' adoption by
*other first grades. Extensive reading is encouraged so far as mate-
rials are available.

Factors retardh.lg progress in methods of t(1;chi1g beginning read-
ing arP arranged in the (miry of frequency with which they were
mentioned. Parents, school Vuperintendents, boards of education,
and the general public often have a wrong attitude toward new ideas
of teaching method. Many parents want children a read too early
and do not realize the values of soliciting chihlren's interests to
increase their knowledge and skills. There is a lack of apprecia-
tion on the part of many school superintendents that child study
instead of subject matter forms the basis of teaching method. Many
superintendents still require teachers to use fornml and traditional
methods of teaching. Public opinion generally favors a more for-It

Anal type of teaching.
Many teachers are not acquainted with the psychology of an

t ctivity program and are not prepared to carry a teaching program
on that basis. This is sometimes due to a lack of recent study or
training, and sometimes to a definite " mind set" against change in
procedure. Either a total lack of supervision or supervision which
disregards the new philosophy of child study has hindered the prog-
ress of new methods of teaching begipning reading. This has par-
ticularly affected inexperienced teadlers working in their first
positions. Suitable reading material is a necessity for the new
program of teaching reading. The library of books necessary to
supplement sets of r6aders is often lacking.
I. Other statements of hindrances include curricula based wholly on
subject matter; promotion requirements for first grade based upoA
the mastery of a certain number of books or pages read; expectation

61171°ft-29-2
A.
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a laboratory ....or experimentation. In this way the value of the
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8 BIENNIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION, 1926-1928

of uniform progress for all children; large classes which make it dif-
float for. Lachers to -provide for individual differences among the
children; daily programs divided into short. periods; programs of
testing which eniphasize achievement to the exclusion of growth.

All of the hindrances to the practice of using new methods of
teaching reading are remed;able. Popular magazines are arousing
general interest in child.stNy in relation to learning. More teach-
ers colleges and normlil schools are basing the theory and prpictice
work offered their students on the ifew ideas of developing skills
through interests. More experienced teachers are enrolling each
year in the sumer !-e,-siow-: and extension departments of teachers
(.61 leges *and universities. Teachers' professional organizations aro

.

including demonstration work and discussion of modern school prac-
tices in their Programs of meetings Mechanical work involved inlapreparation of typed .or mimeographed materials needed by teachers._
is cared for in matiy school systems ily clerks assigne40 to assist in
elementary school buildin(rs. .k sound basis for changing certain
ydesiraide promotion requirements is given in a recent investiga-
tion 8 which shows that a 6-vear chronological age does not in itself
constitute readiness for rending.

In smut). instances, public schools and practice departments of
teacher-training institutions are offering special assistance to teach-
ers by till. appointmeni of teachers of remedial reading. Teachers
are studyin.or and hav.e more knowledge, about the fechniques of
teaching in their relatioö to activities of the sch6o1 rogram and to
the important objectives of social behaviors now g:enera11y4 empha-
sized. Th'ese constructive influences may well bring to the children
throughout the country greater ease and happiness in learning to
read. They may also guide pubfie opinion in thinking of learning
to read as a tirought.-getting and ought-expressing puocess rather
than one of alphabet or word recob, ition.

ilk

RECONSTRUCTION OF REPORT CARDS

Measifre,s of pupil progress, recorded oweport cards for the benefit
of parents, have, perhaps. been less Affected by the new ideas regard-
ing curflcula or methods of teaching than have any other one part of

school program. This may be due both to the feet that teachers
do not have confidence in modern educational methods, and to the
difficulty of explaining newer educational terms and methods of
rating .to school patrons and to the lay public. To effect changes

3 An inveseigntion of practices in Mild-grade admission and promotion. Mhry M. Reed.New Yurk ity, 1927. New York City, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1927.
12(1 (Contributions to Education, No. 200.)

!
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NURSERY-KINDERGARTEN-PRIMARY EINETATION 9

in content and.in form of such a personal record as a report. card
requires it carefully planned educational program for tile parents.
Yindings from`,,, stmly of 419 cards in current use for.kindergarten-
elementary grades indicate how- few flectemodern principles of.edu-
cation. The mechanics and contents of the cards were studied for
evidences of the following new educational object ives emphasized in4
recently constructed curricula : Importance of character develop-
ment ; correlation of sui ject. matter; emphasis on indivi4ual instruc-
tion; use Of sttndardized tests; appeal bo children's intereqs arkd use
of their experiences in schoo! vro*tg:Zrnsl., cmperatio.n of school and
110111(1; recognition of the educational value of extracurricular activi-
ties; encouragement of appreciative and creative exprest.ion
activit a art, music, and Iiterl'ittire.

On the greater number of cards studied, the pupils' behaviors are
rated only under the general traditional terms of "conduct," " de-
portment," and " effort." Com pa ra t i vely few cards list from 4. to

behaviors fo be ratel as c4rtesv, cooperation, Obedience,
self-control, etc. On still fewer cards the beluivior traits

are cl ssitied, defined, or placed in relation to specific situations. For
example, CourtesS7Listens attentively while others are talking;
avoids interrupting the person speakin!r; shares work and play
material with Others." major number of the behaviors defined,.
are st ite(1 in such negative forms as " wastes time," gives up too
easily," and "is discourteous." In only rare instances have social
studies " or units Of work " supplemented lists of detached subjects.
Just as infrequently are ratings given for such specific types of
skVis as Oral and silent reading. Few ratings relate the individual
child's achievement to his individual capacity and to standard norms.
"Creative expression " and the individual interests are given
space On the cards in ouly a few iustances, and advantage is rarely,'
taken of the opportunity to capitalize parent cooperation in the
child's all-around education.
,No one card reporting zupil pt:ogress can be used satisfactorily by

aH school *systems. Curricula and administrhtive organization of
elqsses anil supervisory units in individual cities require individual
consideration. The groups o'f lower and tfpper elementary grades
seem to need different items for rating tínd different methods of
rating. In constructing a new report card, parent cooperation is
proving both helpful and economical. Such eottpe-..ation.familiarizes
parents with the new objectives of education and enlists their aid
in strengthening the school's efforts to develop desirable habits in
the children.

A program that is being developed in San Francisco as a test
of effectiveness forN4d..activity curriculum, which has -been in use

in,such

20
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10 BIENNIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION, 192,6-1928

for three years, is expected to lead the way to a reconstruction of the
report card. A detailed inquiry has been submitted to parents who
have indicated their willingness and ability to cooperate by keeping
records. This inquiry, which is arranged in two columms, is headed
by such objectives and activities -accepted for the school program as
habits of sharing responsibilities, of motor control, of health, of
table behaviors, and of re4 and relaxation; attilwles of courtesy,
of respecting-the.rights of others, of fairness in dealing with others,
of self-reliance and initiative, and of respect for law and authority;
we of school Mibjects and materials, such as angl Age, use of mate-
rials, nature work, reading, ninnbers, and music. In ou,e column are
statements of the desired school attainments and in the other are
statements showing a possible carry-Over of these attainments- in the
home. Space is left in the second column for insertions and a blank
page is left for written explanations. To illustrate: Under " Share
ing responsibilities" the first statement it column 1 is " Hangs up
hat and coat. Takes care of rubbers and umbrella." In column 2
the first. statement is b Puts away own clothes and the prent is
requepited to check one of the following terms, " voluntarily," " when
reminded," " wh6n scolded."

Parents so initiated into the new objectives of school work can
be depended upon for cooperation when a change from a traditional
type of report card is desired. The desired goal is for records of
progress which shall be. sufficiently compreherisible to parents,
teachers, and children to assure intelliOnt and unified effort in
helping a child progress socially, physically, and intellectually.

NURSERY SCHOOL AND PARENT EDUCATION

Objectives and procedures of every new movement, to which many
organizations actively contribute, are in a condition of continual
change. The nursery school is such a movement. Specific contribu-
tions are made to its prwram by people fr6m the fields of education,
nutrition, psychology, and mental and pbysical hygiene. Due to
these contributions, most of which are° based on scientific research,
thére has been no crystalization of the programs of education for
young children in nursery schools. Questions which are still contro-
versial include the size, kind, and quantity of play materials and of
physical apparatus; the amoulat of independent personal care and
care for property to be expected of children at the 2, 3, and 4 year
age levels; the size of .group w,hich a nursery school teacher can.
handle, and the desirability of conducting any organized group
work; the amount of indoor and outdoor play; adequate provision of
food for midmorning, noon, and aftetnoon lunch ; the values of con-
ducting nursery schools a full day or a half day; types of records

"
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NURSERY-KINDERGARTEN-PRIMARY EDUCATION 11

to be kept each day, each week, and at other times during the school
year; the details of physical examination considered essential and
methods of preventing contagion; adequate methods of giving mental
and social tests.

Even this list of controversial questions does not complete the
problems continually arising in nursery schools. A wholesome outlet
for the.,e, questions has been provided at the annual meetings of the
International Kindergarten Union, at the conference on research of
the committee on child development of the National Research Coun-
cil, and at the biennial conference of nursery school workers called
by thONational Committee on Nursery Schools.*

A subcommittee of this National Committee on Nursery Schools
has continued its study of minimum essentials for niirsery-school
education. Due, peiliaps, to the many points of view of those co-
opeutting in the work, the committee has found it a difficult task -to .

outline the minimum requirements for nursery schools without ap-
parently determining procedures which could be interpreted as
typi.cal. A need for the minimum essentials is found in the number
of informally organized schools using the name "nursery school "

1- without providing trained teachers and consultants to guide the work.
The number of nursery schools listed by the Bureau of Education

in 1926 was 67, and in 192.Ei it was 121. Many of the schools listed in
1926 did not continue and many nP ones have since been opened.
Of those listed in 1928, there are 68 which were opened during tile
years 1926, 1927, and 1928. The 121 schools are located in 70 cities
in 27 States and the Territory of Hawaii.

A total enrollment of 2,573 children is reported from 107 of the
nursery schools, with a median enrollment of between 16 and 20
1_hi1dreri. There is an average of 9 children per teacher, with, how-
ever, a certain amount of assistance from student teachers, research
workers, nurses, or parents.

The median length of day for all the nursery schools listed in the
directory is between 6 and 8 hours. In this way all the l;roblems ot
growthvonnected with the child's eating and sleeping habits, as
well as the social problems and those connected with handling play
mate are brought to the attention of the teacher. Nearly all the
sdWis operate for 5 days a week; 2 schools in orphanages operate 7
days a week; and 7 schools, 2 supported by tuition fees, 4 caring for
the children of working mothers, and 1 located in a hospital, run for
6 days. a week.

For all nursery schools there is one main service to b'e rendered.
That service is the education of young children and their parents. In
addition, some schools act as demonstration and teacher-training
centers and others as research laboratories. Of the ichools listed by
the Bureau of Education, 74 are organized specifically for the edu-

Jr-
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12 BIENNIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION, 1 9 2 6-1 9 2 8

cition of young children and their parents; approximately half of
these schools are supported by tuition fees and the other half .by
philanthropic organizations; 10 nursery schools included in the. 74
are located in public-school buildinegs, but only 4 of these are wholly
supported by the school systems. Thirty-two nursery schools act as
_demonstration or teacher-training centers for departments of home
economics and education in colleges and universities. Three schools
offer demonstration facilities for home economics courses in institu-
tions of high-school level. Twelve nursery schools act as laboratories
for institutes of research in child development.

Few advocate that nursery schoobi he made a part of public-school
education. This would be hardly defensible until more definite tech-
niques of teaching young children have been determined and until a
larger proportion of the 4 and 5 year WI children are cared for in
kindergartens. However, nursery sch6o1s are being organized, as
demonstration centers in a few public-school systems and teacher-
training institutions. They inform the teachers of all grades or the
students in training about the educability of preschool childrenk Op-
portunity is provided for the Observation of the reactions of children
much .0unger than those with whom teachers are accustomed to work.
They are able to see the simple elments of behavior in their earlier
phases of development. The public-school nursery school also makes
preparental education possible. In Detroit, Highland Park, Mich.,
and Los Angeles, Calif., both elementary and high-school pupils have
opportunity to observe and to participate in the work with young
children, learning something of the responsibilities of parenthood.

Education of the chirdren's parefits is cared for in nursery schools
in several ways. These include daily conferences with teachers, dis-
cussion and study gtoups, home.visits by the school staff, and obser-
vation of and participation in,the actual work with the children.

- In 14 nursery schools the mothers, and in one or two instances
the fathers also, are expected to give stated time to participation in
the nursery school program.

The nursery school exercises marked influence in furthering
parents' observation and study of their children. Such observation
and study focus attention upon the home environment as a. most
significant factor in controlling children's social and intellectual
growth as well as their physisal development. The importance of
fitting the home to the child is emphasized. This refers both to
actual provision of space and of proper proportioned equipment for
children, and also to the standards of home programs. Study groups
provided for parent education have placed special empliasis upon
the necessity for parents to control their own emotional and intel-
lectual life because of its influence upon their children.

'

1
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In keepipg witb the growth of interest in the education and weh
fare of young children, a committee of seven, with 124 associates and
contributors from the National Society for the Study of Education,
has assembled material during the past two years for the yearbook
s. Preschool a9d Parental Education." A. complete picture of pro-
grams contributing to the development of young children and to tho
profession of parenthood has been prepared. The history and the
purpo43 of the preschool and parental education movement have
been sununarized ; detailed descriptions of the organizations and
protrrams of work of child-welfaye agencies, day nurseries, clinics,
nursery schools, and kindergartens have been prepared; a survey
has been made of all projects sponsoring parent education as well as
an extensive survey of cOmpleted research in the fields of preschool
and parent education.

This yearbook specifically shows the breadth of interest in. pre-
school (Ibducation. It also shows appreciation of its importance in
relation to the whole gamut of growth which determines the suc-
ess of childhood and adult life.

Another indication of the hreadth of interest in preschool educa-
tion is found in the variety of sources from which inquiries concern-
ing nursery-school education iliac come to the United States Bureau
of Education. These inquiries suggest that there is perhaps as wide
a variety of organizations vitally concerned with the èducation of
young chi:dren as there is in any other one phase of education. Aside
fronl superintendents of schools, from those in charge of departments
of education in universities and colleges, from directors of teacher-
training institutions, teachers, and others engaged in the schbol pro-
gratp, inquiries have been received about preschool educatim from
the following agencies: National organizations, such as the American
Federation of Labor, American Sociological Society, American Child
Health Association, and American Red Cross; from Federal bureaus;
from State boards of health, public welfare, agriculture, and 'control ;

from county bureaus of health and home adYancement, from munici-
pal departments of health, of public and infant welfare, of child
guidance, of " institutes and agencies," of research; from clinips for
infant feeding, committees on preventing delinquency, and from juve-
nile and faSnily coiirts; froih municipal thnd philanthropic charities,
community chest committees, public charity associations, day nursery
associations, social settlement centers; from foundations which aid
projects in preschool and parent education; from organizations such
as parent-teacher associations; and from public libraries, editors of
periodicals, and consulates and educators in foreign countries.

There is evidently a definite and a widespread appreciation o4the
need to establish right beginnings of adequate personal, social, and

,

'
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intellectual habits and attitudes in young children. There is, also,
widespread appreciation of the need for making a profession of
parenthood.

CHILDREN'S PROGRESS AIDED IN KINDERGARTEN AND FIRST
GRADE

Benefits children receive from attending kindergarten have been
well described in two research studies recently completed by Edward
W. Goetch and Ada S. Woolf-A respectively:* Mr. Goetch com-
pares achievenlents in the elenwntary schogl of children with and
without kindergarten experience. He finds that kindergarten chil-
dren have a higher scholarship and a higher social ranking, based
on teachers' estimates: that they'have higher intelligenoe and achieve-
ment scores and a higher educational age according to Objective
tests; and that they have fewer failures in promotion and more regu-
lar progress through the elementary gradtis. The kindergarten
is an impatant factor in later eleffientary school achievements in
preparing pupils to undertake the work of thç first grade successfully
and in enabling them to maintain almost unbroken 'progress through
the first six grades."

With the opening of public-school kindergartens in Atlanta, Ga.,
an opportunity was given to test the value of kindergarten. attend-
ance in aiding underprivileged children eto overcome the influence
of an adverse environment. A group of 75 children were given the
Stanford-Binet test. Part of this group went to kindergarten and
part were unable to go. At the end of the school year, the children
were retested and only those who went to kindergarten showed im-
provement in ment al development.

Establishing and maintaining kindergartens in, a public-school sys-
tem depend largely upon the knowledge school patros and school
administrators have of the educative results of kindergarten attend-
ance. Results from such studies as those reported are of definite
value to those seeking information.

The extent to which city school spitems now provide kindergarten
education is indicated by the number of their elementary-school
buildings which house kindergartens. Data from a sampling of
160 city school systems maintaining kindergartens representing cities
of all population sizes, located in 41 States, give the following infor-
mation:

g The kindergarten as a factor in elementary school achievement and progress. Edward
W. Goetch. University of Iowa Studies : Studies in Education, Vol. III, No. 4, 1920.

The mental growth of the preschool child in the dependent family. Ada B. Woolfolk.
Georgia Education Journal, Vol. 20, No. 4, December, MT.

-
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Elementary-school buildings housing kimlergartens in 160 cities

Population

100.000 and more
30.000 to 100,000
10,000 to 30.000
Fewer than 10,000_ _

15

Per cent of elemen-
tary-school build-
ings that house
kindergartens

Median

61. 5
91. 5
8,3.0

100.0

Range

16-100
' 13-100

5-100
20-100

The per cent of buildings having kindergartens in some of the
larger setool systems is reduced by the fact. that some elementary
buildings contain only upper grades, and the kindergartens are
housed in buildings with the primary grades.

The ratio between kindergarten and first-grade enrollments indi-
cates the use that parents make of the opportunity to sénd chiidrén
to kindergartens. In considering the figures given, however, certain
facts must be kept in mind: The proportion of elementary-school
buildings housing kindergartens in these 160 cities, as indicated in
the first table.; the general custom of providing more rooms for first
grades than for kivdergartens, though one kindergarten room gen-
erally care% for two enrollments each day by having different groups
attend morning and afternoon sessions; waiting lists maintained by
many cities for kindergarten erirollments, although 6-year-o1d chiJ
dren are rarely refused admission to a first grade. The following
figures indicate a fairly high proportion of first-grade children who
have had kindergarten experience:

Kindergarten enrollment compared with fire-grade enrollment in 160 school
slot

Population

100,000 and more
30,000 to 100,000
10,000 to 30,000
fewer thr.n 10,000

Per* cent of kinder-
garten to first-grade
enrollment

Median

48.0
75. 5
70.
70. 5

Range

15.0 -127
23.0 -210
8.0 -126
.04-384

Cities having a decidedly larger enrollment in kindergartefis thaniarst grades evidently provide a 2-year idifferentiated curriculum
in the kindergarten. In 29 of the States having permissive or man-
datory laws for the establishment of kindergartens the entrance ages
are 3, 4, or 41/2 years.

..... . ......... _ - ........ ........... -
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It has been said that the kindergarten is naturally the recruiting
and receiving divisibn of the school system. It has many functions
in regulating school entrance, in establishing valuable contacts with
the children's parents, and in 'enlisting assistance from such public
and private agencies as cofitribute to the protection and the super-

. vision of the development of infants and young children. These
functions of regulating school entrance are assumed by the first

grades in school systems which do not maintain kindergartens.
Rules and regulations provided by boards of education for control-

ling entrance to kindergarten and first grade list but few require-
ments and seldom suggest possible home preparation of the child for
school entrance. Theib is a surprising indifference to the responsi-
bility which should be placed with this port of entry to the school
system. A study of kindergarten entrance requirements reported by
108 cities showed that in 98 cities children are admitted solely on a
chronological age, at 4 or 5 yPars. Ten cities require a mental test,
but none mentions records of personal or social characteristics nor
physical examinations. It has been stated frequekaly that tests ad-
ministered to young children before they feel at home in their new
environment undoubtedly give inaccurate results. Consequently
many school systems include the test for mental age during their
year's program, though they do not mention it in their rules for
admission. At the close of the child's year or two years in kinder-
garten the school should hOSpecords of his home and social back-
ground, of his physical condition, his mental age, and his personal
characteristics. Such records give the school a foundation for grade
and group classification.

Adaptations of curriculum are made to meet the needs of both
slow and rapid learners, mental and social maturity being determin-
ing factors in grade placement and group classification. To meet
the individual needs of children entering kinderiarten at 4 years of
age, several currictila have been constructed to cover two years of

kindergarten experience. A notable example of this is the " Sugges-
tive Curriculum Material for the Four and Five Year Old Kinder-
gartens " developed by the Wisconsin State Kindergarten Associa-
tion. This material analSrzes the typical responses of children at
these age levels and suggests specific educational objectives and
activities With materials, in plays and games, language and literature,
drawing, and other art .tkperiences for each age. To this beginning,
other phases of kindergarten work will be added. The whole cur-
riculum is in loose-leaf form allowing for alterations and insertibils.
Entrance requirements for first grade reported by 97 cities are also

based chiefly on chronological age. Ten cafes, however, definitely
state that chronological age must be supplemented by a mental age
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.of 6 years or by a record of kindergarten attendance. Several cities
now require kindergarten attendance as a prerequisite for first-grade
entrance regardless of chronological age. In her study "An Investi-
gation of Practices in Fitst:Grade Admission and Promotion," Dr.
Mary M. Reed includes the following statements in the interpretation
of her data :

The use of chrgnological age as the decisive factor for the admission of
childrPn to first grade shows a tendency to hold to traditional objectives, to
disregard the findings of scientific research, and to ignore the value of kindergarten learning as a basis for first-grade work on differing levels of ability.The lack of correspondence between the chronological age factor for theadmission of children to first grade and the reading factor for the promotionfrom low first to high first grade tends to .disregard those curriculum objec-tives whrch are based upon continuity in developing ¡rafts important for theindividual and social life of a child at this stage of growth.

To admit children to first grade on a chronological age basis and promote
them on a reading achievement basis without scientific placement of readinginevitably tends (1) to lead both teacher and pupil to place emphasis on anarrow aspect of the curriculum and to neglect the outcomes fromia balancedcurriculum, comprehending leisure, practical efficiency, health, and citizenship,and (2) to place emphasis on curriculum content for which children may notbe mentally, intellectually, emotionally, or physically ready.

Many schools in New Yoerk City have extended their kindergarten
program to include informally organized first-grade work under the
name " kindergarten extension classes." In a social and informal en-
vironment, the curriculum covered in these classes is a step in
advance of the kindergarten and includes the activities 6-year-old
children need and enjoy. An investigation of the value of the.se
classes was made by tbe district superintendent in charge of Districts
43 and 44 and reported in the 1927-28 Report of thé Superintendent
of Schools, New York City, page 401:

The value of the .training received in the kindergarten and kindergartenextension classes has been a moot question since their establishment. Duriligthe past year I made a study of the age-grade progress reports of the present48 grade in the schools of_ these districts with the view of finding out therelative progress of pupils receiving this training and of those not receiving it.My survey showed that the children having had both kindergarten and kinder-garten extension training made the best progress and those haying kinder-garten training only made better progress than those who entered school inthe lA grade.

For children of a 6-year chronological age buts lower mental age,
several school systems, including Rochester, N. Y., Seattle, Wash.,
and San Francisco, Calif., are providing preprimary dasseg or slow-
moving first grades. These classes provide " work on his own levelin an atmosphere of suocess " for the child of slow mentaAty or forthe foreign child with a language handicark. It has been found that
children ,rePeating first grade are more apt to repeat the failure in

mr-
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later grades, due as much to negative mental attitudes early ac-
quired, as to inability. The.preprimary grades give an Opportunity
to 'discover individual differences in reading readiness before the
child is placed in a grade where the acquisition of that skill is neces.
sary. As these children make certain desirable social adjustments
and give evidence of reading readinesA, they may be trahsferred to
classrooms where the children are progressing at a more rapid rate.
The plan is a less formal version of the X-Y-Z grouping used in cer-
tain cities. These plans help to classify children on ability levels
during the first years of their school life. Opportunity classes are
organized in most large school systems qio care for older children
who are retarded. No system of classilation has been generally
adopted to care for younger children of slow mentality or for those
who lack social adjustment.

The value of preprimary groups in Rochester, N. Y., was studied
by a committee appointed by the superintendent of schools. It was
found that by placing approximately one-fourt f the children com-
pleting 'kindergarten in preprimary grade

.
that the. resulting in-

creased proportion of successful childr has warranted the
continuation of the experiment. Further e erimentation is being
conducted in Rochester with slow-moving classes in the third and
fifth grades for the purpose of giving the slow child definite op-
portunity to keep his intellectual and emotional balance through the
elementary school.

The large amount of retardation in first grades throughout. the
country has prompted these plans for caring for individual differ-
'ences of young childreh. The advisability of introducing a new
name, preprimary, for one of the early grades has been questioned
since there has been continual controversy about the use of the nail()
kindergarten to denote the first unit of the elementary school.
The name " preprim it " is used in "certain sitimtions to satisfy
patrons that the child f a 6-year chronqogical age is having some
form of first-grade work. It also prevents the child's discourage-
ment on being retained a second year in either the kindergarten or
first grade. The differentiated 2-year kindergarten curriculum as
used in Wisconsin provides for- the slow-moving children without
introducing a new grade name.

To make adequate provision.' for individual differences aniong chil-
dren and to assure cofitinuity 'from grade to grade, it is neCessary for
teachers to be able to work with any of the different age levels within
-the first. school unit. Training for teachers of young children, of-
fered in a majority of colleges and universities, covers the entire
unit of kindergarten-primary education and, in many instances, aloo
includes preschool. and parent education., .

Nob
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CONTRIBUTIONS FROM RESEARCH FOR TEACHING PROBLEMS'

A number of plans have been devised to give practical aid to class-
room teachers. Supervision is the. aid most commonly provided. In
a few city school systems the supervisory program is so organized
that helping teachers,. skilled in some particular phases of school
work, go into classrooms to demonstrate, to guide and, occasionally, to
stay until the classroom teacher's problem' is well on its way to scilu-
tion. 4Demonstration schools have been provided in sonic school
systms. Teachers may go to them for observation of some special
teaching technique of for help with some detail of classroom
management or arrangement. In both cases, supervisory and demon-
stration school prograpis, investigations are contirlually in progress
to discover more effective ways of solving teaching problems. The
reports, previously mentioned, o studies and of work accomplished
by different educational agencies offer practical examples of available
assistance for all teachers and school administrators.

Findings from scientific research seem to'be more helpful in analyz-
ing and solving practical teaching problems than they have been here-
tofore. Special contributions have been made by research to behav-
ior problems involved in curriculum construction, in teaching tech-
niques, in language development, and in child personality. Findings
of special help .are illustrated by the following digests of certain
studies completed within the past two years'.

teSelf-measurement of teaching teohnique8.Under the headings of
"Adaptation of routine procedures so as to promote in the children
both physical development ahd desirable habits, attitudes, and skills"
and "Adaptation and use of the school situation for the children's
need for educative work and play,7° Doctor Bain analyzes teaching
techniques to be used with young children. Under these headings a
scaled analysis is made of 28 observable teaching procedures with
which a teacher may evaluate her own work.

The teaching procedures include physical care of the classroom
such as cleanliness, lighting, and ventilation. They include descrip-
tions of the tedcher's and children's resPonsibilities in developing
habits of personal hygiene; care of personal property ; protection
from physical danger ; and promotion of health expressed in posture,

II Lists and digests of other researches may he found in the following publications:
Bibliography of research studies in ',education, 1926-27. Washington, Government Print-

ing Office, 1928. (U. S. Bureau of Education. 'Bulletin, 1928, No. 22.)
Child development abstracts and bibliography. Issued by Committee on Child Deviop-ment, National Research Council, Washington, D. C.
Twenty-eighth Yearbook of the Natiolial Society for the Study of Education, Preschoolal Parental EducatLon. Part II. Research and Method. Public-SchoOtAelishing Co.,Bloomington, Ill.
s Teaching in nursery school. kindergarten, and first grade. Bain, Winifred S. NewYork, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1928. 128 p. (Contributions to Education,No. 882.)
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.

food assimilation, rest, and repose. They include desirable social and
emotional adjustnitentR, provision for creative work and for artistic
6cpression, for solving problems, and for attaining skill in reading,
writing, and number work. Items listed on the scale may easily
stimulate teachers to think of their teaching techniques in specific
termsterms associated in each case with:' both their own and the
children's behaviors or modes of thinking. Any teacher can compare
her rating on the different scales with that of 30 nursery school-
teachers, 98 kindergartners, and 103 first-grade teachers.

Child personality observed in spvtaneou8 conversation.A guide
to teachers in observing personality traits expressed by children in

their spontaneous conversation is offered by the first of a series of
studies dealing with child persontlity.7 Records of 3,125 remarks
made by kindergarten children were analyzed to discover character-
istics of personality of this age child. Approximately 40 per cent
or 1,275 of these remarks fll ere descriptive of the traits termed " self-
assertione. g., of persona power, of self-display, of interjection
of self into a situation, of defense of one's feeling of ownership, of
resistance to interference, of contradiction, of commands, threw
and derision." " The photographing of the whole kindergarten
child in action reveals him as essentially a defender of his individ-
uality, a nonconformist, a relatirely unsocial being." A. guide to

teachers is given in the deduction that the life of the kindergartens
primary child is essentially individualistic, but that it also is A life
in which social adjustment must be made gradually, It must neces-
stiffly be a period in which the child is becoming a.cquainted with
the verbal side of his environmenta stage of linguistic experi-
mentation and of dramatic play. .

Truthful and Atruthful children.---Some retittionship may be
said to exist betwon the characteristic of ,assertiveness in young chil-
dren and the characteristic in untruthful children of making crier-
statements. Overstatement was found by lloctor Slaght 8 to *the
strongest statistical measure of untruthfulness.

The findings from his study of truthful and untruthful children
in grades from the fourth to the tenth show that untruthful chil-
dren are inclined to overstate. Whether this iTas done with intent
to misrepresent or from the desire to gain social recognition could
not be determined by the data. Untruthful children tend to express
overconfidence and self-assurance. They are less inhibitid mentally

Studies in child personality. I. A study of the language of kindergarten children.Harold Rugg, Louise Krueger, and Arsena Sondergaard. I» Journal of Educational PO.
chology, Vol. XX, No. 1, January, 1929.

I Untruthfulness in children : Its conditioning factors and its setting in child nature.
I W. E. Slaght. University of Iowa Studies. Studies in Character, Vol, 1, Noe- 4. Pub .

liphed by the universiZotowe. Citi, Iowa, February, 1928. 79 p.
*a.
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in the presence of an exciting situation. They show evidence of
bein.g more vacillating, more impulsive, and have less reliability in
judgment and less emotional stability. They are the product, as a
rule, of poor home enviromtent, both cultural and economic.

The truthful children seem to have the more stable and centrally
coordinated personality,lo show a decidedly wider hinge of infor-
mation about facts °and situations regarding home and social life,
nature, mechanics, literature, religion, etc. They were, on the whole,
from better home surroundings.

Close rglationship exists between favorable home environment, and
truthfulness. The. study may suggest to the teacher certain methods
of handfing social-moral situations in school. A rich enviro»ment,
stimulating many ideas and continuous activity, unquestionably fillsthe child's mind and keeps him busy. An honest, constructive atti-
tude On the part of the teacher helps to lift the children's spontaneous
responses to the level of honesty. Knowledge of home conditionscan not help but assist the correction of behavior difficulties ex-pressed in school. The parent-education movement is leading to
cooperative endehvor with the schools which will assure careful con-
sideration of the child's needs during his 24-hour day.

Influence of teachers' language upon, children's conduct.---A.nother
study focuses the teacher's attention upon the language she uses with
children.9 It emphasizes the control of conduct through language
and the effect expressed appr6va1 has upon children's learding.Positive results followed experimeut.Lin...both situations.

flow preschool cladrert may teuecessfully solve problem8.--t
Thoughtfulness in solving problem situations can be encouraged
with very young children."' An analysis of techniques which adchildren to handle problems courageously and successfully gives
specific suggestions to teachera of children at all age levels. The
techniques are quite characteristic of the positive, constructive atti-
tudes maintained toward children by nursery school teachers. They
effectively draw out the children's lahnt abilitict, In summary, theanalysis indicates that interesting situations which are not too stimu-
lating arouse a solving approach conducive to the arousal of insight;the attention of self-conscious children should be specifically directedto the problem and away from themselves; children lacking in self-
confidence and who are overreliant upon adult approval should .beencouraged to try out all possible approaches to a problem; children

°The relation between early language habits and early habits of conduct control. Ethel&men Waring. New York, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1927. 125 p. (Con-tributions to Education, No. 260.)
loThe solving of problem situations by preschool children: An analysis. AugustaAlpert. New York, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1928. 69 p. (Contributious tO&Nation, No. 828.)
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should be taught to vary their solving procedure to avoid unwar-
ranted persistence on one aspect of a problem which interferes with
seeing the problem as a whole and hence with the arousal of insight;
children who tend to become easily discouragvd require individual
presentation of the problem to insure at least pOial success, since
failure rendérs insight in a particublr situation impossible and colors
the aVtach to subsegtwnt problems.

Charen's pe,s-pon8es to the teacluiw' beharloP patterns.Sufficient
attention has no1, been given to the effect of teachers" attitudes upon
children's behavior. The same idea applies in other situations in
which people having different degrees of authority work together.
Many practical suggestions for such situations caji be taken from
Doctor Wickman's study." Ile defines behavior problems as those
-toms of behitvior declared undesirable and unwhol' some by social
and personal approval. In so-far as the children'.s behaviors attack
the teachers' moral sensitivities, personal integrity, authority, and
immediate teaching purposes, they are recognized by her as problem
in behavior; in so far -as behavior is agreeable to teachers, respects
their authority, fits in with their teaching purposes as well as their
ethical beliefs, it is considered desirable behavior.

There is a tendenty for teachers to (!ouriterattack children's unde-
sirable behaviors without considering that children are more natu-
rally aggressive and experimental than adults. Teachers require
special training to understand what constitutes norval behaviois.
They need to be informed about the social and physical backgrounds
of children in their classrooms. They also need inst ruction in meth-
ods of treating behavior problems which are caused by emotionai

-disturbances. Thrs is a definite challenge to those in charge of
curricula for teacher-training inqit utiorm

School ma a behaviorlopm ing uation.---ln "The Child in Amer-
ica," 12 reports are given of important surveys and typical programs
for child study in the United States and Canada. They show how
the school is tending to assume responsibility for the "whole child'
and to convert its program, at least for the lower age levels, into a
behavior-forming situation. The summaries in this book are en-
couraging. What the schools have accomplished thus far in broad-
ening and enriching their programs may be but an .indication of a
far richer future for the children.

1' Children's behavior and terieherR' ailltudo. E. K. lyiekmati. New York, institute o
Child Guidance, The Commonwealth Fulul, divitzion of puliett dons, 192g.

12 The Child in America. William 1. Thomati and Doruthy Swalue Thomas. New York,Alfred A..linopt, 1928. OS3 Ix
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